DPS-ROW CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL

December 8, 2017

820180040 7359 Wisconsin Ave
Contact: Sam Farhadi at 240 777-6333

We have reviewed site and landscape plans files:
“07-SITE-820180040-SP-3.pdf V4” uploaded on/ dated “12/5/2017” and
“08-LL-820180040-L1.00.pdf V4” uploaded on/ dated “12/5/2017”.
The followings need to be addressed prior to the certification of site plan:
1. Provide standard Bethesda Streetscaping along the site frontage on County
maintained Waverly Street and label accordingly. Any deviation should be clearly
specified for our review and approval.
2. Widen the southernmost sidewalk island along the site frontage on Waverly Street
to five feet so it can function as a pedestrian refuge island.

January 19, 2018

Mr. Matthew Folden
MNCPPC
8787 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring MD 20910
Dear Mr. Folden,
Thank you for the opportunity to review the Traffic Impact Study (TIS) prepared by Wells &
Associates, dated September 1, 2017 for the 7359 Wisconsin Ave– 17APMO016XX in
Montgomery County, Maryland. The State Highway Administration (SHA) review is complete
and we are pleased to respond.
•

The proposed site consists of 400,000 square feet of office space and a 225-room hotel.
Site access will be provided via a driveway along Waverly Street south of Montgomery
Avenue.

•

The following intersections were analyzed under existing, background and future
conditions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Wisconsin Avenue/East-West Highway/Old Georgetown Road
Waverly Street/East-West Highway
Pearl Street/East-West Highway
Wisconsin Avenue/Montgomery Lane
Waverly Street/Montgomery Avenue
Pearl Street/Montgomery Avenue
Woodmont Avenue/Elm Street
Wisconsin Avenue/ Elm Street/Waverly Street
Wisconsin Avenue/Elm Street (East leg)

The report concludes that the study intersections will continue to operate at acceptable
levels of service under future conditions.

Based on the information provided, please address the following comments in a point-bypoint response:
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Travel Forecasting and Analysis Division (Scott Holcomb):
1.

We have no additional comments on this TIS report.

Traffic Development & Support Division (Errol Stoute):
2.

Awaiting comments

Please submit a CD containing the traffic impact study, all supporting documentation, and a
point-by-point response addressing the comments noted above to Mr. Kwesi Woodroffe. Please
reference the SHA tracking number on any future submissions. Please keep in mind that you
can view the reviewer and project status via SHA Access Management Division web page at
http://www.roads.maryland.gov/pages/amd.aspx. If you have any questions, or require
additional information, please contact Mr. Kwesi Woodroffe at 301-513-7347, by using our toll
free number in Maryland only at 1-800-876-4742 (x7347) or via email at
kwoodroffe@sha.state.md.us.
Sincerely,

Brian W. Young,
District Engineer, District 3, SHA
BWY/ar
cc:
Matt Baker (OPPE - RIPD - MO Co)
Samantha Biddle (OPPE - RIPD)
Rola Daher (OPPE - TFAD)
Mr. Derek Gunn, Acting ADE Mo Co., District #3 – Traffic
Scott Holcomb (TFAD - MO Co.)
Elisa Mitchell (OPPE - TFAD)
Thomasina Saxon (OPPE - RIPD)
Errol Stoute (OOTS - TDSD)
William Stroud (OOTS - TDSD)
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FROM:

Molline Jackson,
Art Review Panel Coordinator

PROJECT:

7373 Wisconsin Avenue
Site Plan No. 820180040

DATE:

January 18, 2018

The Art Review Panel has generated the following meeting minutes based on our discussion of the design
concept for the public amenities on December 12, 2017 for 7373 Wisconsin Avenue - Site Plan
Application). The Panel’s recommendations should be incorporated into the Staff Report and strongly
considered prior to the certification of the Site Plan and/or prior to the release of the first building
permit. Should you have any additional questions and/or comments please feel to contact the Art Review
Panel Coordinator.
Attendance:
Molline Jackson (Public Art Coordinator)
Claudia Rousseau (Panelist)
Judy Sutton-Moore (Panelist)
Mark Kramer (Panelist)
Ralph Bennett (Panelist)
Germano Gomez (Panelist)
Applicant’s Development Team
Jane Mahaffie (Applicant)
Christopher Smith (Applicant)
Trini Rodriguez (Landscape Architect)
Michael Scheider (Artist/ Design Firm)
Jessica Fiorini (Artist/ Design Firm)
Kristen SvorKa (Artist/ Design Firm)
Bob Dalrymple (Attorney)
Meeting Notes:
1. The Site Plan Application No. 820180040, Preliminary Plan Application No. 120180040, and
Sketch Plan Application No. 320180070 were filed at the same time. The Sketch Plan Application
No. 302180070 has requested 400,000 square feet of office and 135,000 square feet of hotel
space (225-rooms), for a of 535,000 square feet of non-residential development (including an
301-495-4573 (office), 301-495-1306 (fax)
molline.jackson@MontgomeryPlanning.org
www.montgomeryplanning.org
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2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

allocation of 214,795 square feet going toward the Park Impact Payment) on 1.47 acres of land
zoned CR within the Bethesda Downtown Master Plan area.
The proposed development will assemble 6 existing lots into one lot with office and hotel space,
and some retail and public benefits (including but not limited to public art and exceptional
design).
The subject property is located at 7373 Wisconsin Avenue, near the intersection of Wisconsin
Avenue and Montgomery Avenue; zoned CR-5.0, C-5.0, R-4.75, H 250 in the Bethesda Overlay
Zone (BOZ).
The Applicant is required to provide 10% (or 3,650 square feet) of public use space on-site, and
public art is integrated into the overall site design.
The Applicant presented the design concepts for a light sculpture. The light sculpture is
approximately 70 feet long, by 12 feet wide, by 9 feet tall and will be suspended on an angle and
will fill an approximately 12 feet tall volume. The sculpture will be comprised of painted steel
tubes, wire mesh and small, variously sized LED panels.
The public use space provides cover and ample day-light. Physical barriers and obstructed views
into the “living space” have been minimized. The design team worked with planning staff to
optimize the accessibility of the public space from the street edge.
The Police Department will release their parking spaces (100 spaces) to the north of the subject
property.

Panel Discussion:
1. The light sculpture will be suspended from the soffit above the public plaza, approximately 4045 feet from the ground plane (5-floors above grade). The public plaza resembles a living system
that reflects the rhythms and energy of the site in what the Applicant calls a “interactive
sculptural network.” The interactive sculpture network is an ever-changing and responsive
experience that thrives through the synergy of urban culture, design innovation and social
engagement. At different activation points, the public will collaboratively influence the system
to create new narratives, patterns and connections with the dynamic media. It will be designed
so that visitors can engage with it and each other at multiple levels of engagement. The
interactive sculptural network provides an invitation to people to linger, explore and connect
within the plaza.
2. The intensity of the color may change depending on the number of people holding hands and
touching the column activation point. The artwork will have an element of surprise and is
intended to be unpredictable.
3. The Panel was concerned about the location of activation points/ “touch point” and the longterm maintenance of this feature. The artist has ensured that the touch points will be built into
the column of the building.
4. The Applicant may want to track the number of people that engage with the artwork.
Alternatively, they may generate a video that can be watched online. This would be similar to
the live feed of the birth of the baby giraffe on YouTube.
5. The title of the proposed artwork was discussed, as no name has been selected. The Applicant
indicated that the title of the development (Avocet Tower) is a reference to an American wading
bird with a profile not unlike the proposed shape of the artwork. Therefore, titling the work
“The Avocet” or something similar would make sense.
301-495-4573 (office), 301-495-1306 (fax)
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Panel Recommendations/ Conditions of Approval:
1. The Panel recommends approval of the artwork, because the proposed artwork is appropriately
scaled and is designed to be more than just another stand-alone sculpture. The iconic work of
art engages with the visitor and enlivens the public use space to create a memorable
experience.
2. The site details of certified plan will include the overall dimensions, prescribed materials,
necessary lighting fixtures, footers, and fasteners to ensure adequate safety and proper
inspection of the artworks by the Arts and Humanities Council of Montgomery County
(“AHCMC”) and Montgomery County Department of Permitting Services (“DPS”). The Panel
recommends that the site details of the artwork be drawn by a certified professional.
3. Signage of the newly installed artwork should be clearly visible to the public, and should identify
the title of the artwork, artist name, materials, completion date, and overall dimensions.
4. Prior to final inspection of the public artwork(s), the Applicant must submit to the Public Art
Coordinator with the Maryland – National Capital Park and Planning Commission at least three
images of the artwork(s) on-site and information regarding the 1) associated project number, 2)
title of the piece, 3) date of completion, 4) description of materials used, and 5) address. This
information will be added to the existing inventory of the public artworks throughout the
County (http://www.mcatlas.org/art/).

301-495-4573 (office), 301-495-1306 (fax)
molline.jackson@MontgomeryPlanning.org
www.montgomeryplanning.org
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Bethesda Downtown Design Advisory Panel
FROM:

Laura Shipman
Design Advisory Panel Liaison

PROJECT:

Avocet Tower
Sketch Plan No. 320180070 and Site Plan No. 820180040

DATE:

December 13, 2017

The Avocet Tower project was reviewed by the Bethesda Downtown Design Advisory Panel on
December 13, 2017. The following meeting notes summarize the Panel’s discussion, and
recommendations regarding design excellence and the exceptional design public benefits points. The
Panel’s recommendations should be incorporated into the Staff Report and strongly considered by
Staff prior to the certification of the Site Plan. Should you have any additional questions and/or
comments please feel free to contact the Design Advisory Panel Liaison.

Attendance:
Karl Du Puy (Panelist)
George Dove (Panelist)
Damon Orobona (Panelist)
Rod Henderer (Panelist)
Qiaojue Yu (Panelist)
Paul Mortensen (Panelist, Senior Urban Designer in the Director’s Office)
Laura Shipman (Design Advisory Panel Liaison)
Elza Hisel-McCoy (Lead Plan Reviewer)
Gwen Wright (Planning Department Director)
Robert Kronenberg (Area 1 Division Chief)
Michael Brown (Area 1 Master Plan Supervisor)
Leslye Howerton (Area 1 Planner Coordinator)
Neil Sullivan (Area 1 Planner Coordinator)
Margaret Rifkin (Director’s Office)
Jane Mahaffie (Developer, Applicant Team)
Chris Smith (Developer, Applicant Team)
Doug Firstenberg (Developer, Applicant Team)
John Pickard (Architect, Applicant Team)
(continued on next page)
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Justin Doro (Architect, Applicant Team)
Steve Smith (Architect, Applicant Team)
Trini Rodriguez (Landscape Architect, Applicant Team)
Robert Dalrymple (Attorney, Applicant Team)
Matthew Gordon (Attorney, Applicant Team)
Bethany Rodgers (Member of the Public, Bethesda Magazine)
Discussion Points:
• Is the floorplate designed for single or multi-tenant use?
o Applicant response: The design works best with full-floor users on the top floors
and multi-tenant on lower floors. The site is a fairly narrow and longer site and a
center core would have made narrow bands on sides. The site configuration lends
itself to this plan with a side core.
• What happens if the adjacent Marriott property redevelops in terms of tower separation?
o Applicant response: There is a setback on the glass areas. The existing Marriott
building has an interesting play with the proposed building and is off-angle so
windows not directly facing. There would not be much impact on glass areas
particularly.
• What happens with the curtain wall at night?
o Applicant response: Lights for the parking garage are really softly done so that at
night you get a sense that there is activity back there.
• Do you have any rendered images of the Waverly elevation?
o Applicant response: No do not but reviewed in plan. The loading doors to be
carefully detailed.
• Waverly façade upper floors do not seem to interlock or integrate with the base.
• What is the lane on Montgomery Ave?
o Applicant response: A future two-way cycle track.
• Having a two-way cycle track on a one-way street is confusing.
• How does the lay-by for the hotel on Montgomery work with the bike lanes?
• Consider how the bike path should function and how it relates to vehicular and pedestrian
traffic. Consider raising the pedestrian crossing from the lay-by on Montgomery Avenue so
that cyclists yield to pedestrians.
• The idea of the plaza living rooms is a good one, and so is the water feature. Is the water
feature going to be stone? It will look great in the winter when the water is off.
o Applicant response: yes, the water feature will be stone.
• How is stormwater management integrated into the design?
o Applicant response: stormwater retention is provided on the green roof and
stormwater biofiltration is provided in the building setback.
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•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

The addition of the public artwork scales down the scale of the entrance plaza and is
positive addition.
With the use of ipe wood there is a concern about sustainability. Should explore local
sourcing of materials.
o Applicant response: We are considering local material alternatives.
The sidewalk transition is abrupt between the proposal and the adjacent property. Is there a
way to maintain consistent sidewalk paving color to integrate with the streetscape standard
for continuity particularly in the transition zone?
o Applicant response: Opportunity to expand the plaza out into sidewalk, pulls people
in and expands area to feel integrated. Originally the sidewalk was designed as
separate from the plaza, but wanted space to be permeable and porous. There is a
change in texture at the south end to smaller-sized pavers to transition to the
adjacent property sidewalk.
How the adjacent historic building integrates with the plaza space is still unclear. Bringing
the streetscape in may help with the transition.
Are food and beverage provided on the ground floor of the hotel? Is there a hard line
between hotel and office lobby areas?
o Applicant response: Totally integrating technology throughout building as well as
food and beverage throughout and in the outdoor space. Seating will be provided
throughout the plaza and ground floor to activate the whole area. There is no hard
line between the Hotel and Office lobby areas, this should act as a free-flowing
space that can be used by anyone. This should be a place to meet and conference
indoors or outdoors.
In Bethesda they have avoided having covered public spaces for many years. In this case
plenty of light will be available because of the height of the space.
The design is refreshing because of the layering of uses, and allows different uses on
different floors.
The models do not do justice to project as well as the renderings to show the quality of the
skin. Through multifaceted massing and subtle variation in façade. There is an underlying
scrim of the façade onto which other materials are layered.
The building will serve as a dramatic landmark.
Concern on the Waverly side of the building, is there any way to internalize the loading? I
know the answer is no, but it is too bad if Waverly is neglected.
o Applicant response: Waverly will continue to be thought through as a way to have
it thoughtfully detailed. Based on staff comments have narrowed driveways and
added trees. There are utility conflicts and we have been working on how to best
design this side of the building.
Are there any uses on the roofscape?
o Applicant response: The roofscape will be purely a garden because of 250 foot
height cap. Only architectural embellishments will be included on top.
The proportions of the bars on the Wisconsin Avenue façade seem too similar, one should
be dominant. (Note: some other panelists disagree).
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•

o Applicant response: There is a plan logic for the massing based on the structural
frame. One side acts as light house and is dominant in height and prominence.
Public realm terrific, but not convinced by three pieces of architecture in one building.
Certain lines could come across all three volumes to provide better integration. (Note:
some other panelists disagree).

Panel Recommendations:
The following recommendations should be incorporated into the Staff Report.
1. Public Benefit Points: The majority of the panel recommends the 30 of 30 Exceptional Design
points requested. However, there was a dissenting opinion that the project did not provide
enough integration between the base and upper floors or between the three distinct pieces of
architecture articulated on the Montgomery Avenue façade to achieve this many points.
2. Further consider how the bike path should function and how it relates to vehicular and
pedestrian traffic. Consider raising the pedestrian crossing from the lay-by on Montgomery
Avenue so that cyclists yield to pedestrians.
3. Explore local sourcing of materials rather than using materials such as ipe.
4. Provide a less abrupt transition between the proposed and adjacent sidewalk. Consider using
the same color as the streetscape standard paving for continuity.
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